
We've built a complimentary narrative that dives deeper into how brands can 
activate and think about their holistic organic and paid video strategy on TikTok. 
If you would like to learn more, please reach out and we can set up time to walk 
you through it.

How can you learn more?

A TikTok Tale: 

A fresh perspective on TikTok's positioning in the industry as entertainment that 
connects. Not only are we disrupting the landscape, but we are also stealing 
attention from the largest social and entertainment players. A recent Kantar 
study discovered 46% of users engage with TikTok content without distractions or 
multi-screens because when people are watching TikTok, they are fully immersed 
in the content experience. Our unique creators, relatable entertainment and rich 
sub-communities make TikTok a place for everyone, including brands.

What is A TikTok Tale?

A TikTok Tale was the kick-o� for our first-ever global business summit. 
The session opened with an intro from Nick Tran, Head of Global Marketing. 
Nick highlighted how TikTok is redefining entertainment today, which was 
followed by an engaging video exploring how TikTok has changed how people 
watch content and connect with the world.

What happened at TikTok World?



Made for TikTok: 

This is the first volume of our content series that educates the ad industry on 
what it means to think TikTok-first, inspiring marketers with new insights on how 
to make their branded content more engaging.  

What happened at TikTok World?
In Made For TikTok, filmmaker, TikTok creator, and former ad agency creative, 
David Ma showed brands how they can flex their creative muscles on the 
platform. From strengthening their content strategy to powerlifting behind-the-
scenes content, this workout is the jumpstart brands and ad creatives need to 
pump up their performance and create work that actually feels authentic to TikTok. 

What is Made For TikTok? 



Evolution of Sound: 

If you are interested in hearing more about sound or music on the platform, please 
reach out and we can set up a time to view and discuss Volume 1 or any of the 
upcoming subsequent volumes. 

What happened at TikTok World?
TikTok’s Volume 1: Evolution of Sound was the headliner of this session. Narrated 
by TikTok creator Daren Girdner (@darendarendaren), attendees were guided 
through the evolution from brand jingles to sonic experiences and learned how 
to leverage TikTok’s sound-first environment. The session opened with an 
immersive 3D audio experience. After the headliner, the conversation continued 
fireside-chat-style with sound experts Paul Hourician (TikTok Head of EU Music) 
and Cedric Engles (co-founder of Sonhouse). 

What is Evolution of Sound?
Note: Volume 1 is the first in TikTok's four-part series all around sound, which TikTok
is rolling out throughout 2021 and 2022.  We’re constantly keeping a pulse on how
sounds on TikTok are remixing, freestyling, and inviting creators and audiences to 
join in. Stay tuned and connected with your TikTok partner. 



Partner Sessions:

We learned from brands who are early testers of our 
products. Here's what we learned!
We learned from brands who are early testers of our advertising solutions! We spoke 
with Collars & Co, Gym+Coffee, and MAKE UP FOR EVER who are all early testers of 
TikTok's commerce products. They all believe that TikTok is the destination for 
discovering new products, has global reach, and it brings a new level of creativity to 
the forefront. Brands are selling amazing products and we want to make it as easy as 
possible for them to have success on TikTok. There are three key opportunities for 
where developers can help including optimizing team workflows, creator discovery, 
and scaling creative best practices. 

The TikTok Marketing Partner program is a 
community of innovators.
We welcome those into the program who champion diversity and inclusion, create 
always-on, TikTok-first solutions, and build trust in the industry. In return, we promise 
honesty and transparency around the badging process, dedication to partner success 
and growth, and access to a community where we will make key introductions to other 
companies and advertisers. 

What's next? 
The TikTok Marketing Partner program announced the first innovation challenge, 
#BuildForTikTok. We know that TikTok is a unique environment that inspires creativity 
and joy and we want our community of developers to enable access to it for more 
advertisers. Learn more by scanning the QR code below:
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